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Seven Hundred Eightieth Contact Saturday, October 9, 2021, 21.59 hrs.

Ptaah It's exhausting to walk around here in the terrain if you don't stay on the paths.

Billy That's so, but we're just in a bumpy world here. But it was still nice to be able to sit together and 
talk privately somewhere other than my office for once. But what I was telling you about is this. If you 
want to read it, it's much more detailed than I told you. Also, Christian has asked permission for me to 
print it and use it. The responsible gentleman from the 'Schweizerzeit' has kindly given permission for 
this, where the article appeared as first print in the 'Schweizerzeit', No. 18 of 24.9.2021 (www. 
schweizerzeit.ch). In addition I find, since it concerns a Swiss expenditure, that such events as these are
just described by Mrs. Isabel Villalon in their article belong to the public, but find in form of the 
'Schweizerzeit' much too little spreading.  This is precisely because this does not go out into the whole 
world, but has only a small circulation and reaches mainly only people who are interested in it. 
Unfortunately, this is only a small part of the Swiss population, and besides, in Switzerland mainly an 
important information is concealed, whereby the people would be really informed and oriented, what 
really goes on in the country. This story is also part of it and proves that the Swiss population is not 
kept up to date as it should be. Everything is simply concealed or trivialized, or it is published in 
newspapers or mentioned in the national news in such a trivial way that the main thing is not brought 
up and the people are kept stupid and uninformed.
Yes, that is unfortunately the way it is in beautiful Switzerland, where I feel comfortable and live, but 
now I have to expect that I will again be listed in the 'Fichen' of the 'Swiss security services' - if not 
worse because I dare to openly tell the truth.
Well, what happened, as Mrs. Villalon describes it in her article, should probably not happen in 
Switzerland of all places, and furthermore I find it a disgrace, a lack of propriety as well as an 
insolence beyond compare that a person who is obviously incapable of her office is not removed from 
office after such an incident, as she herself does not resign. But if already the correctness in the 
behavior of a person is missing, how big and comprehensive the indecency must be then!

Ptaah Yes, that's right. But now I want to read this one first.

A deep fall

Berset, 'Tigris' and the women
by Isabel Villalon, mechanical engineer specializing in energy

Anti-terrorist units are special police forces. The best of the best, trained to perfection, equipped 
with state-of-the-art weapons, vehicles and technology. The German anti-terrorist unit GSG9, for
example, enjoys a legendary reputation, as do the Spanish GEOS or the French RAID. They are 
deployed in particular for hostage rescues, combating Islamist terror, and secret operations in the
Middle East and Africa.



In Switzerland, we also have a powerful task force called Tigris. This is subordinate to the Fedpol 
Federal Police and, like its foreign counterparts, is deployed in the event of particularly dangerous 
threats in connection with terrorism and organized serious crime. Conclusion: Protection and integrity 
of the country are guaranteed by tough guys - often shown in action movies. Stop – movie - cut ...
Terrorism and organized crime? Not quite. The duties of the Swiss anti-terrorist task force Tigris now 
apparently also include the storming and subsequent house search of more or less romantic love nests 
in the Swiss capital. You know - the classic story: the artist living in modest circumstances with the 
'grand homme de pouvoir', our pandemic minister. Without condom, because he especially craved for 
unprotected intercourse, wants to feel the unrestrained sexual power, without annoying rubber in 
between. A sex therapist would justify this behavior with a deep aversion to consociational democracy. 
In bed, finally, indulging wild urges without having to involve the pesky other six. Caesars don't like 
senators.

Only power counts

No Caesar, just Minister of Health. No matter, only power counts. The health for Helvetia is staffage, 
something that is written in the package insert, which is carelessly thrown into the bucket and never 
read. Sexual prevention and protected intercourse are for teens, anyway. Who says that a health 
minister should also be a role model in protected sexual practices?
The 'World Week' detonates the bomb, 'Inside-Parade Square' follows up. The rest of the Swiss press 
remains silent. Hundreds of millions of Swiss francs in subsidies for publishers' villas on Swiss lakes, 
including tennis courts, weigh too heavily on them. Hours pass, telephone wires glow, as do the heads 
of spin doctors and communications consultants with sweaty armpits in Hugo Boss shirts at 280 francs 
a piece (the fees are paid by the taxpayer). A plausible explanation is needed, Operation 'Saving Private
Ryan' – immediately.

Threatened by terrorists?

In the evening then the redeeming story from the communicative Märlistube in Bern. The newspaper 
'Blick' acts as a mouthpiece: they had just thought that the magistrate's former mistress was a terrorist, 
because Alain had been threatened by terrorists. Calls from Germany. The former mistress was 
apparently also in Germany one or the other time. Really? How is this known? Was the lady's domicile 
not only stormed like a movie, but was the young woman also shadowed for months? On whose 
behalf? With what justification? The question about the costs is superfluous, because we know who 
pays for such things.

I would have loved to see the face of the Tigris commander when he received the order to storm the 
small apartment, including a briefing before the operation: "Men, today we are storming the apartment 
at Bümpliz-Strasse 37 in Bern-Belp, dangerous terrorists are in the building, the security of Switzerland
is at stake. You secure the streets, you rope down and smash the balcony door. You provide fire 
protection from the roof of the house across the street!" Somehow reminiscent of penetration without a 
condom, brutal power play of a reckless go-getter.

First print in 'Schweizerzeit', No. 18 of 24.9.2021 (www. schweizerzeit.ch)

That really says more than you just briefly mentioned. For my part, I find the whole thing like a 
detective story, and besides, I cannot understand that persons continue to be tolerated in their positions 
who are unworthy of their office. Also, such a person really lacks all decency and, moreover, it is a 



disgrace for the whole country that such persons are employed at all even in a state office and are not 
removed from office, not to mention that such a person - as you rightly said - has the impudence and 
indecency not to give up his office himself.

Billy That's just the way it is and can't be changed. I already knew that when I was still with Sfath. 
Only then it wasn't as bad as it is nowadays. In the today's time everything changed in such a way that 
it becomes ever more badly instead of better, consequently one can spread info of the correct behavior, 
as one wants, however neither the governing ones nor the common people listen to it. Even that the 
earth is alive and sends out its pulse beat, which sounds like a pulsating hum - as I recently described it 
to someone from KG, but who can't perceive any of it which apparently is only perceived by a few 
earthlings, has changed agonizingly and shows how the planet suffers due to the overexploitation of its 
resources. Already since my earliest youth I hear this tone which sounds more and more agonizing.
Sfath explained to me that I hear the groaning of the earth, which comes about by the robbing of the 
ores, the earth petroleum and the escaping earth gases as well as the earth treasures of all kinds at all. 
However, the earthlings would perceive the whole only if it was too late, if an overpopulation had 
already robbed the planet of its resources and destroyed it in such a way that it could not be changed 
any more. If it is recognized then however one day, then the whole of the groaning of the earth will not 
be recognized as such, but attributed to the industrial technology and trivialized thereby and thus not 
recognized as a cry for help of the planet. Consequently, the destruction of the earth by the 
machinations of the overpopulation will continue - which lets the firms, companies and private people 
become rich, because these fulfill the needs, desires and the luxury of mankind and destroy thereby the 
planet up to its foundations. And that this happens, that I hear since my earliest youth, and it sounds 
worse and louder. It is unfortunately only straight individual humans, who worry about it, take up the 
whole and strive to make something better. However, this brings nothing for the mass of mankind, just 
certainly nothing for the gigantic overpopulation, because of which resp. as a result of their 
machinations which are fulfilled by money-greedy companies, corporations and private people, as I 
have already said this before and of which I am reminded again and again by listening to the groaning -
the earth is completely destroyed and tormented in such a way that it groans and its climate changes, 
whereby also the warming increases not only by 1 or 1.5 degrees in the foreseeable future, as is 
assumed erroneously, but against 3 degrees. But this will not be the end of the destruction song, 
because the more numerous the overpopulation becomes, the more rises not only the warmth of the 
battered planet, but also the religious delusion, which lets the earthlings think and act more confused 
and creates enmity against the neighbor. Consequently, more and more murders will happen, whereby 
the victims and perpetrators or perpetrators become younger and younger and act out of sheer and 
uncontrollable hatred, as a result of rejection or out of fear etc.. This, whereby in the newer time in so-
called civilized states a knife, another cutting instrument or a stabbing tool will be brought to the 
application, because on the part of the authorities the possession of firearms will be handled more 
strictly. Only in poorer countries the handgun will still have its sad importance for the daily killing, 
whereby countless human lives will be extinguished. As far as the earth suffers from the 
overexploitation of its natural treasures and as far as the harassment of the planet by the people of the 
earth is concerned, the earth is less and less able to cope with the whole thing, consequently its 
pulsating humming and moaning takes on worse and worse forms and shows that it is suffering. This 
will be surely and well recognized, but completely wrongly interpreted by the 'all knowing better' 
scientists and attributed to the use of the hard working technology, consequently nothing will be done 
against it, but everything will remain with the further and old conventional destruction of the planet.
The world itself and the whole nature, its fauna and flora and all ecosystems and therefore also the 
atmosphere and the climate are completely changed and even destroyed, and this further in spite of the 
lax efforts of the governments, which now come so far that they will slowly take care of these facts and
will also find out that the atmospheric air and therefore the breathing air changes digitally and therefore



in steps, dissolves in single steps in the old form and makes place for a new kind, which means that it 
changes in its composition and density resp. in its consistency and thus also the respiratory organs of 
the life forms changes - in which also humans are included. This fact is also recognizable in the 
physical changes and in the behavior of the life forms living in the free nature, as for example in the 
birds and in mammals, amphibians, as well as in butterflies, mice and insects, etc., which, by the way, 
appear more and more with us and bring life into the terrain from the center. 
Unfortunately it is with the governing ones in such a way that due to their power greed only few think 
now and then about it, otherwise however it is in such a way that they make only large words, in order 
to be able to savor thereby their power. Today, politicians have reached the point where they only 
scrounge and lie at election events for the sake of their power, i.e. they do not show their true attitude, 
but spread nonsense against their true thinking in order to appear better than they really are. Everything
is getting worse in this regard, also with the fact that many politicians in various states are grabbing 
taxpayers' money and rewarding themselves for their falseness with stolen tax money and bribes. And 
in the cities the wealth grows, while in the country the poverty grows, as also the city dwellers move 
out on the country and let it be built up, rob, make themselves a good life at expense of the population 
living on the country and in their crazy faith in their 'Lord God' let this be a good man. And they act as 
if the earth itself belonged to them and they were allowed to abuse and destroy it according to their 
whim, just as it pleases them.
The rulers themselves act completely confused and do not know what to do in this and that situation, 
also not regarding the Corona epidemic, which claims more lives than they really know. Also the fact 
that false digital vaccination passports and other proofs of vaccination in millions are already in 
circulation, of which only a few hundreds or thousands are recognized as fakes, is only a drop on the 
so-called 'hot stone' that already exists in this regard and lets the 'experts' live in euphoria and hope that
their G-nonsense is effective. The fact that exactly the opposite is true, what the rulers and 'experts' 
intend with their people-dumbing down and people-terrorizing dictatorial measures, does not trigger 
correct and healthy thoughts as well as a clear and firm will to do the right thing, but only reluctance, 
hatred and quarreling among the peoples. It is acted and determined just as wrongly as it was at the 
beginning of the Corona plague, consequently the epidemic at that time could degenerate to the 
pandemic and claimed millions of dead, which will still go on. In fact, it is not yet recognized that a 
new mutation of the epidemic is already striking again - especially in England - which will claim its 
victims and continue to spread throughout the world.
Everything is really getting worse, more aggressive and dirtier than it used to be and even better. And 
what is still the worst of it, that can be determined at the people, namely that the people in every respect
become more and more valid, so against the fellow men and the nature, their fauna and flora, the 
climate and the whole ecosystems, as also regarding the fact that they don't care anything about what 
the superiors do wrong and without decency and still let themselves be horrendously remunerated for it,
as e.g. the case proves, which Mrs. Villalon has mentioned in the 'Schweizerzeit'. And that the woman, 
who was harassed by the state-paid forces, because she probably rightly defended herself, because she 
was treated unfairly and exploited and, moreover, dragged into the mud, it will probably not fail that 
she will still be punished for it.  The person who is behind the fact that the special commando became 
active is an official, and all rights are granted to him anyway even if this 'right' is wrong. In such cases, 
the final winners are always those who are in control and these are the officials, who are granted more 
'rights' than the normal citizen, who is under the thumb of the official mold. I know this from my own 
experience since my youth, because always the winners were the authorities respectively their persons 
and their religiosity, with which they justify themselves for all time and absolve themselves from any 
guilt. And so it will be also in this case, so the woman concerned will make sooner or later 'last'.
It is effectively a disgrace what nowadays generally haunts the brains of the majority of mankind and 
destroys the world together with its manifold life. Just as in the last century many movements and 
groups came up, such as the hippyism in the 1960s and then the ABBAs etc., which disappeared after a 



short time and gave place to other movements for a new boom, which were such that they had a 
loosening and joy-making effect, these have been overtaken by the disharmonious 'modernity', which 
makes the  Earthlings really aggressive. This in addition to the fact that the religious is again gaining 
strong and stronger power and destroying everything that was better and good in the past and made 
everything pass away, like the dictatorial European Union, the EU, will pass away again in the future 
and give its place to a new form. And as this will be, also the politics will change and bring the women 
to power, but this will not change anything in the whole evil of the state mismanagement, because the 
inexperience of the women, who have been oppressed for thousands of years, will sprout wild blossoms
and awaken in them the lust for power, which will cause violence and murder and manslaughter and 
with it discord and armed conflicts, as this has been peculiar to the world of men for thousands of 
years. This proves itself already today, since women in the governments are responsible for the military
and its armament, newest armaments, war vehicles, war material and new combat airplanes demand, 
which are then acquired, like also military operations ordered and the murder of the military by the 
governing women is praised, then one knows, which will still bring in this connection the future. This 
must be said once, of which already your father Sfath spoke, and not to mention what the male 
governing will also do in the future, whose power behavior will know no borders as since time 
immemorial, as will happen soon in Turkey by the dictator, in Afghanistan by the IS and in Belarus, 
which is called today Belarus, by the airs and revenges of the dictator and with refugees from Arabia 
and so on. But to say more about this is as much as carrying water into the Rhine so that it has enough 
of this liquid. 
If one considers that in the free nature every 4th genus or kind of the living being world - thus animals, 
and other life forms, according to your data threatens to become extinct, while however the earthlings 
speak of 5 kinds, then it looks more than only badly for nature and its fauna and flora. Whether they 
speak also of the plants, that does not come out unfortunately from their calculations, however, I think 
that they assume only from the self-propelling living beings, and therefore not also from the plants 
which are also life forms.

Ptaah That what is created as calculation of the earthly forces, that is unfortunately unknown to me, 
but I can imagine that they do not include the plant world in their thoughts, which actually belongs 
however to it.

Billy Likewise, I think also. But it is easier to observe and judge only the living world of the self-
perpetuators than the whole nature and its fauna and the whole flora. So what is exterminated at plants 
and otherwise everything in the free nature, as also what on and in the earth is destroyed and 
irrevocably broken, of it is not the speech. Nothing is considered and judged as a whole, but always 
only specifically and separately. So it is also concerning the fauna, the flora and this and that, whereby 
it is completely forgotten that everything forms a unit and just everything belongs together so or so. So 
it is mainly the ornithology resp. the bird lore, to which the entomology resp. the entomology belongs. 
But there is also biology, which includes botany or phytology or plant science, as well as mammalogy, 
which deals with mammals and is a special branch of zoology. Botany is mainly concerned with the 
study of plants, which also includes ethnobotany, geobotany and forest botany.
But seen roundly, with the whole of the individual fields of knowledge only one-sidedly something is 
considered, treated and protected, not however the whole of that which actually belongs inseparably 
together, namely the planet itself, without whose perfect function neither the one nor the other can 
exist. However, none of this is referred to in all the specific research of the individual disciplines, but 
everything is referred to, researched and dealt with in relation to the thing in question, but not the main 
thing, namely the planet itself, without which the corresponding cannot thrive if everything does not 
function properly on and in it. Unfortunately, this leads to the fact that only what concerns the end 
product or the end organism is treated and protected, but not the actual origin of the whole, which is 



basically the earth itself, by which I mean the planet and the soil outside and inside as well as the 
atmospheric and climatic influences that are necessary for the whole to thrive, exist and live at all. 
Every protection must therefore begin there, where the actual origin is, just with the planet or the earth 
itself, because this is the most important thing that something can prosper at all. But this is destroyed 
primarily by the human being, whereby the actual basis of the growth of all life, thus the fauna and 
flora, including the living space for the human being is destroyed. The so-called 'nature protection' 
alone starts from wrong premises, because the horrendous damage and destruction of the planet inside 
and outside by the irresponsible mining of the earth's resources is not taken into account, as well as the 
underground construction of tunnels and ammunition depots and the hollowing out of shore rocks of 
the sea and the interior construction for the purpose of a submarine harbor, which is accomplished e.g. 
by China. But there is also the poisoning of the fauna and flora, as well as the poisoning of the 
atmosphere and thus of all life forms including man. The latter suffers more and more from cancerous 
tumors and dies - as a result of the poisoning of the breathing air, which inevitably has to be inhaled 
together with all the various toxins contained in it, invisible and life-threatening as well as life-
destroying.

Ptaah Unfortunately, this corresponds to the facts which, however, the people on earth do not want to 
admit and, moreover, they do not think about it at all. Only very few make an effort to get to the bottom
of the arising things in order to recognize the effective truth and to really experience it. For this reason 
the whole thing does not find a great resonance, although you make great efforts to spread the real truth
out into the world through the 'Teaching of Truth, Teaching of Creation Energy, Teaching of Life'. Only
a very few earthly people, who are devoted to the intellect and reason, grasp and understand the 
meaning of the whole. But really it is only those people who make their own thoughts about everything
and anything, consequently they do not let themselves be influenced by a belief of religious or other 
kind to find the way to the teaching from which they learn by cherishing deep thoughts themselves and 
working out the sense of the truth from it.

Billy These people are to be looked for however world-wide, which is still my task apart from my usual
work to address these people with the teachings. Nowadays, however, the Internet helps me to do this, 
which unfortunately was not the case in former times, when my former personalities carried out this 
task. At that time when, unfortunately, misunderstandings and distortions of the really only halfway 
understood, because the listeners did not listen properly or were just biased by the old, the traditional 
and thus by the faith - religions and sects arose, which developed rapidly worldwide. Thanks to these 
misunderstandings and distortions of doctrine, it has become possible that more and more 
misunderstandings and distortions arose, which finally became delusion and fanaticism and it has 
become more and more difficult to penetrate with the truth of the effective truth still into the 
consciousness of man. On the contrary, the increase of religious faith made the consciousness more and
more stronger faith in God and defensive against the truth, consequently the delusion arising from it 
became so powerful that it was even passed on genetically in a certain way and impairs the mind and 
the reason of man from birth. This became more and more pronounced and powerful in the course of 
the millennia, which has become a roaring danger today by the mass of the horrendous overpopulation 
and their religious faithfulness. This in the relationship that different believers threaten and endanger 
each other, whereby in particular Christianity, Islam, Hinduism and Judaism, with their special sects, 
are out to inflict damage, destruction and death on those of other faiths. Hinduism and Judaism in 
particular, with their special sects, are bent on inflicting harm, destruction and death on those of other 
faiths. This, while Buddhism and Shintoism as well as the other and sectarian faith communities 
pretend to be peaceful or halfway peaceful. But by the religious alone the 'Damocles sword of the faith' 
hangs constantly over the earthly mankind, because basically seen, in every war and with countless 
many murders and manslaughters as well as hate always a faith stands in the foreground if just not a 



religious one, then just another one. Also jealousy is based on a faith, also envy and other disgust, envy,
every ill-will, every mimesis resp. imitation of a fellow human being and so on.

Ptaah That is correct. - As you know, we are not allowed to enter our great library, but we are offered 
the possibility that we can get all the information from it, if we think we need it. So I learned that today
your task is to address the Earth people through the Internet, through certain information given in the 
form of talks, etc., as well as papers by which I mean articles and the contact reports, etc., as written in 
the ancient predictions in the library on Erra. I think, however, that the writings - as is just stated - are 
to be passed on directly to the interested people of both sexes. By this I understand that in this respect 
your books and other writings are spoken of, which, however, due to the expenditure of high money 
costs for the production, unfortunately can only be given away against a certain appropriate payment 
resp. against a certain price, because everything on earth depends on it. You should not become rich 
thereby, but the expenses must be covered, if everything is to continue. Also the information in the 
librarian predictions is held in such a way that the emergence of a religion or religion-similarity from 
the community called by you into being is to be avoided, consequently only earth people are to be 
taken up in this, who are able to open their consciousness in understanding and reason for the effective 
truth and search for this, as they are also willing to banish everything religious and sectarian from their 
thoughts and their consciousness by own decision.
So, via the Internet actually the necessary information material is to be spread for reading up, nothing 
more, because it is not to be animating, but informative and in such a way that the earth man reading 
this information begins to cultivate independent thoughts and thus finds in the course of time the 
effective truth, which is arranged very far from every religiosity and every sectarianism. Also word-of-
mouth information is to be done, through which those earth people become aware of the teaching who 
really want to think independently and find the way to the teaching. But everything is not to be in such 
a way that it equals a conviction, but everything is always to be only informative, consequently it is 
only to appeal to those earth people who understand and know how to use their intellect and reason 
independently and therefore are not believers. This is what is written in the predictions and instructions 
that I have received so far from the library.

Billy Yes, I understand, and besides, I already know everything in this regard since Sfath told me 
everything. But concerning the term conviction I would like to clarify that this term is completely 
wrong when it comes to the fact that man should turn to his own world of thoughts and work out and 
realize his own thoroughly thought out resolutions consciously.
A conviction is always wrong and unworthy, because as the term says, the conviction is the factor of a 
passing over with regard to one's own opinion. That means that just in this respect a 'convincing' resp. 
an overlaying of the very own view, opinion resp. of the own way of looking at things, attitude, own 
point of view, own attitude, own judgment and state of mind takes place. With regard to one's own 
opinion and the personal view of a matter, a devastating and thoughtless renunciation is made, whereby
a conviction comes about through a passing over or a manipulation, blurring and counteracting etc. 
against one's very own opinion, so that one's own, personal opinion is erased altogether and replaced by
a foreign one. This is done by convincing or destroying the own opinion and replacing it by a 
'convinced' or a 'hammered-in' one and accepting it under all circumstances without hesitation. That 
means that not very own thoughts are made about it, but the 'convincing' is simply accepted faithfully 
and unhesitatingly as good and right and as new opinion.

Ptaah That, honestly, I could not have explained better. You have been really instructed by my father 
Sfath in relation to it to explain something in such a way that no further questions are necessary to the 
corresponding fact and just.



The state responsible persons act completely headless, confused and confused with their G as well as 
other regulations, which they issue to the populations. The vaccination passport order and all criminal 
consequences arising from it in the populations are neither considered in advance, nor is it recognized 
that they entice the otherwise integrative and blameless citizens to criminality. This apart from the fact 
that innumerable false vaccination certificates and vaccination passports are put into circulation and are
already in use, which falsify the whole of the control of the vaccinated persons in such a way that it 
already goes into the several millions, which were allegedly vaccinated, but are not. Also it is millions 
of earth people who were and are vaccinated with the partly much too little effective vaccines which 
offer only small or no security at all against infection. This in addition to the fact that 'vaccinations' 
have taken place as is still partly done fraudulently in between which consisted of mere distilled water 
and were mixed between the real vaccines. This was practiced by at least 2 corporations, as we could 
find out, which brought them a lot of profit with fraudulent machinations. Involved in these criminal 
machinations, however, were actually 2 corporations, as we were able to find out, which 
unscrupulously enriched themselves at the expense of the affected earthlings many of whom 
succumbed to the virus. This equally, as those criminals, who make thereby large profit, by producing 
in millions wrong inoculation certificates and inoculation passports and bring among the inoculation 
unwilling, whereby also the numbers of the allegedly inoculated millionfold rise into the height, to 
which also the inoculation deceivers themselves contribute, which allegedly accomplish inoculations, 
but this only to the appearance do and profit from it win. This, while anyway the epidemic will again 
attract and claim many new infected and dead, because the stupidity of the state leaders already causes 
exactly the opposite of what should be ordered and done correctly. This is our observation, which we 
have been able to observe for quite some time, and which proves to us that the Profiteers on earth know
no scruples. The further proof, however, is that which refers to the leaders of the state themselves, who 
do not know and do not see what they are doing in their stupidity.
The state leaders, who on the one hand have learned nothing from the consequences of the last great 
pandemic from the influenza pandemic, the so-called 'Spanish flu', which broke out in 1918 and which, 
moreover, raged for years, on the other hand did not bring any reason into the consciousness of the 
state leaders of that time, as well as not into that of the state leaders of today's Corona time. A valuable 
realization of what was to be ordered and done without fear in order to contain the pandemic at the 
beginning and what is to be done now is missing in the minds of those responsible for the state. On the 
contrary, the effective truth is distorted in favor of the lies of the vaccine manufacturers and the partly 
really ineffective vaccines, by starting a governmental vaccination campaign, which generally causes 
reluctance and more harm than good in the population. It is almost ridiculous - if it were not really 
crying - that the vaccines are not really effective in the way they should be, and that is because they are 
first tested, and that worldwide, on the peoples who know nothing about it and fully trust in the 
vaccinations. They do not worry about why several vaccinations have to be given over a long period of 
time and the antibodies still dissipate and vaccine breakthroughs occur. Consciously the vaccine 
manufacturers keep the earth people stupid and thus thoughtless concerning the Corona plague and the 
vaccines, because thereby much profit can be made.
According to our very exact records, if I want to mention something of it again, the epidemic of the 
Spanish flu demanded 116 931 423 dead, and indeed into the furthest corners of the earth, so also the 
natives of the jungle areas, still called primitives and savages by the earth humans, were attacked and 
delivered to the death.

Billy So it's not true that 'only' 50 million were killed by the Spanish flu? And all the things you just 
said about multiple vaccinations, I think that's really the hammer.

Ptaah No, it's not true about the number of deaths from the Spanish flu. Our records correspond to very
accurate numbers, down to the last denominator. We have had the possibility for several thousand years



to determine and count a population of a planet down to the last person still born until a certain point in
time. And this was done also concerning the influenza in the years 1918 to 1921, because what comes 
out from the earthly records is very inaccurate, also the epidemic continuance which lasted truthfully 
up to the year 1921 what was not recorded, however, earthly-historically.
Already at that time the state leaders failed as it was also at other times with pandemics which were 
rampant on the earth because in their inability of the right behavior and the necessary right decisions as 
well as the right orders to the respective population they failed so completely, as it is also today the 
case with the Corona plague. As at all times in the past the state leaders were incapable of correct 
logical thinking and thinking ahead, so today's state leaders are still incapable of this, which they try to 
make up for by nonsensical orders, confused statements and words. Thus they all make the whole 
matter of the epidemic even worse, because 1. the blatant overpopulation and 2. their own short-
sightedness incite the populations and thus the individual people, the vaccinated and the unvaccinated, 
against each other. This makes the vaccinated and the unvaccinated insecure, which leads to disputes, 
demonstrations and violence, and also to the fact that the vaccinated are under the delusion that they are
now armed and immune against further consequences of the disease, which is not true at least in the 
case of this disease, which is extremely insidious and mutation-rich, as well as having the property of 
continuing to exist as contagious impulses, which is completely unknown to earthly virology science. 
And the fact that the epidemic also brings after the doubtful and partly completely unsuitable 
vaccinations also the fact that despite these in large mass vaccination breakthroughs and from it many 
resulting deaths occur, about it is simply passed over and halfway kept silent. It is well reported, but the
full truth is stubbornly concealed. Something that is withheld from the earth people as information as 
also the fact of the full truth is concealed from them that the Corona virus as a disease pathogen in the 
body can only be paralyzed but not killed because viruses as a result cannot be killed because they are 
not living beings but organic structures that can only be paralyzed and switched off in their function. So
in this relation a vaccine lie is in need of general enlightenment, so that for that bulk of earth people, 
who have no medical as well as no virological knowledge, become aware that they are attacked with a 
virus by a disease-causing organic structure, which does not correspond to any life form and therefore 
cannot be fought and put out of function simply with normal medicines, but that for this it requires 
special means, which must be researched as a rule for years and administered by injections.

Billy Years of research, yes, that's good. If you think about it, it's only now that a vaccine against 
malaria tropica has been found, which took more than 100 years of research.

Ptaah Yes, but whether it is effective for all 3 species, tropica, tertiana and quartana, and how it really 
works, that is not yet clear, as I know. You are, after all, infested with one of the less dangerous ones.

Billy Yes, unfortunately, the thing lasts for life, so there is always a breakthrough once in a while, 
which triggers changeable fever, chills, gastrointestinal tract difficulties and cramps, and also quite 
annoying aching limbs, also nausea and diarrhea, and so on. I was diagnosed with this form of malaria -
it is called 'quartana', if I remember correctly - in the Insel-Spital Bern. First it was said that it would 
disappear after 5 years, then it was gradually increased to 20 years, then to 40 years, and finally I was 
told that I would have to 'suffer' from it for the rest of my life. Unfortunately, I caught this disease on 
my travels somewhere in Africa, from an Anopheles mosquito, but I don't know for the life of me 
where that was, because I was abused by all kinds of critters as a food or egg-laying place. It just 
happened that way when you traveled the world as a globetrotter or something, whether it was with 
your daughter Semjase, with your father Sfath, with the Asket coming from the DAL universe, or even 
if I was alone. In any case, it got me at some point, and sometimes a fit comes just once again, which 
makes my life difficult, but about which I keep silent.



Ptaah That is known to me, and in the silence you are a master, this also, what moves you health-wise 
and emotionally.

Billy There is nothing to talk about that, because that is my business. - But as far as the current events 
are concerned, this is probably more important to be mentioned than my little 'bebes', which 1. are not 
of importance for me and 2. are not earth-shattering as that they should really be mentioned. So I want 
to come to the fact that by the refugee system, which arises since years from Africa, the Orient and 
from Asia to Europe, a mishmash of peoples develops without equal. In particular, the EU countries 
that are still in existence at the moment should be mentioned, which are offering themselves as 
reception camps for the refugees, especially Germany, the Scandinavian countries, France, Italy and 
others, as well as England, which has sensibly already left the EU dictatorship. Switzerland, too, is 
slowly in danger from the EU fanatics, who absolutely want and do everything for the country to 
become a member of this dictatorship, after which neutrality would be lost. It threatens to develop a 
European mixed people, namely by the fact that many of the refugees receive the citizenship of a 
country in Europe and mix themselves with Europeans, whereby mixed people develop, if 2 from 
differently pigmented peoples and/or from different ethnic groups with one another reproduce and thus 
mix themselves.

Ptaah This will happen, and undoubtedly so, because when the measure of the bearable is exceeded, 
then what you say happens. But now we should discuss those things that .…

Billy Yes, of course. Then you can …

On October 26, at 11:30 p.m., I received the following by fax: 

The following refers to the editorial in Zeitzeichen, October 2, 2021.
(Exact word-for-word and depicted reproduction of the information to Billy).

Salome Billy,
for your information
They've already released him. Yesterday in RTDE
He unpacked - now he has to go: SWR employee Ole Skambraks suspended without justification.
Oct. 26, 2021, 9:09 p.m.

We have posted his contribution in Zeitzeichen...:

Corona: An ARD editor voices criticism
In an open letter about the public broadcasters

Ole Skambraks/Multipolarmagazin.de, 07 Oct. 2021, 17.13 UTC
In an open letter, an ARD employee expresses his criticism of one and a half years of Corona coverage:
"Ole Skambraks has been working as an editorial employee and editor at the public broadcaster for 12 
years. I can no longer remain silent. I can no longer accept without a word what has been happening at 
my employer, the public broadcaster, for a year and a half now. Things like 'balance', 'social cohesion' 
and 'diversity' in reporting are enshrined in the statutes and media state contracts. What is being 
practiced is the exact opposite. A true discourse and exchange in which all parts of society can find 
themselves of society are reflected, does not exist.
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Link to original German Contact Report:
https://www.figu.org/ch/files/downloads/kontaktberichte/figu_kontaktbericht_780.pdf

This is a preliminary and unofficial translation and may contain errors.
Scott Baxter
10/28/2021


